Chapter Three

The Security Councils
Introduction to the Security Council
Representatives of the Security Council should note that the agenda
provided is only provisional and represents a fraction of the issues the
Security Council discusses. Any issue regarding international peace
and security may be brought before the Council. Many topics listed in
this guide will change significantly before the conference. Additional
topics may be added as necessary or as the Council sees fit.
For this reason it is highly advised that representatives have a broad
knowledge base regarding current events in the international community. Periodicals and online sources are some of the best sources available for day-to-day updates. Recommended sources include among
others: The New York Times, UN Chronicle, The Times of London, Al
Jazeera, Mail & Guardian, Foreign Policy and the Economist. The UN
Foundation’s online daily newsletter, UN Wire, is also an excellent
resource for timely information.
Whenever possible it is also recommended that representatives stay
abreast of the most recent report(s) published by the Security Council
and other relevant UN bodies. These can be found via the UN homepage under the Security Council section. Please note that the bibliographies for these topics focus primarily on UN sources with some news
sources provided for background on certain aspects of topics.
Unlike many other simulations, Security Council members are able
to make declarative statements and operational decisions that will
change the course of the simulation. It will be the job of Council
Representatives to actively involve their country’s national policies
and national capabilities in solutions to the problems throughout the
simulation. While AMUN Simulation Staff will frequently consult
with Council members, Representatives are welcome and encouraged to make whatever declarative statements—including real or
implied threats and deals—that do not carry operational implications
outside of the UN. Representatives must, however, always consult
with the Simulation Staff before making ANY operational decisions.
Operational decisions would include announcements of the movements or actions of military forces, as well as any other actions that
would have an effect outside of the UN. In these cases, the Simulation
Staff would be equated with the actual “home office” of the involved
Member States(s).

Other Involved Countries
From time-to-time, other countries will be involved in the deliberations of the Contemporary Security Council or one of the Historical
Security Councils. Delegations representing these countries, if present
at AMUN, will be asked to participate in deliberations by the body,
if they are not present or choose not to participate in deliberations an
AMUN staff member will represent them as necessary. It is customary for the Council to request the presence of relevant Member States
during discussion of topics, however it is not required. Any nation
mentioned in the background research for a specific Security Council
is a potential candidate for an outside participant in the Council as
well as any related to any topic of relevance to international peace and
security. For delegations that may be asked to appear before one of the

Historical Security Councils these countries will be notified in advance
by the Secretariat, and should have one or more Representatives
prepared to come before the HSC at any time. Because these countries will not be involved in all issues, it is highly recommended that
the Representative(s) responsible for the HSC also be assigned to
another Committee, preferably with a second Representative who
can cover that Committee while they are away. A floating Permanent
Representative would also be ideal for this assignment. All delegations
will be asked to identify their Representative(s) to the HSC at registration, and to indicate where they can be reached if/when needed.

A Note About Historical Security Councils
AMUN’s HSCs are unique not only in their topics, but also in their
treatment of those topics. History and time are the HSC’s media and
those media are flexible. In the simulation, the HSC will preempt
history from the time the Council’s simulation is assigned to begin.
History will be as it was written until the moment the Council convenes. From that moment forward, however, Council members exercise free will based on the range of all the choices within their national
character and upon the capabilities of their governments.
Effective roleplaying for an HSC Member State will be not just a routine replay of national decisions as they evolved in that year. Indeed,
the problems of the era may not transpire as they once did, and this
will force active evaluations-and reevaluations-of national policies.
Beyond this, it cannot be said that the policy course a government
took in that year was necessarily the wisest. While rote replays must
be, by definition, in character, it is not a sure thing that - given a
second opportunity to look at events - any given national government
would do things exactly the same way twice in a row. History is replete
with the musing of foreign ministers and heads of state pining for
second chances.
It will be the job of Council Representatives to actively involve their
country’s national policies and national capabilities in solutions to the
problems and issues which may not have had adequate contemporary
resolutions. There is almost always more than one alternative choice in
any situation.
In particular, the international community has often chosen not
to actively involve itself in many regional disputes or political crises where it might have shown greater involvement. The UN itself
has often been a bystander to regional or international conflict.
Representatives will need to decide what changes, if any, could have
been made to the Security Council’s posture on the various issues. One
major factor in whether to be actively involved or to be a bystander
which Representatives must consider, is the costs of involvement by
the United Nations. The increase in costs often causes the Security
Council to reprioritize their efforts.
While national governments often did not want international meddling in what they felt to be national policies or disputes, this in no
way lessens the responsibility of Council members to make the effort
and find ways to actively involve themselves in crisis solutions. This
task must, however, be accomplished without violating the bounds of
the Member States’ national characters.
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Representatives should approach these issues based on events
through the final days of the previous year and should do their
research accordingly. In studying their roleplaying assignments, it is
strongly recommended that research be done on these topics using
timely materials. The world has changed dramatically over the years,
but none of these changes will be evident within the chambers of the
HSC. While histories of the subject will be fine for a general overview,
Representatives should peruse periodicals from 3-5 years prior to the
year in question to most accurately reflect the world view at that time.
Magazines featuring an overview of that year may give a particularly
good feel for the international mood in which the simulation is set.
Periodicals contemporary to the period, which can be easily referenced
in a Readers Guide to Periodical Literature or the New York Times
Index, should provide a much better historical perspective and feel for
the times than later historical texts, which can be useful for general
information.
The HSC simulation will follow a flexible time line based on events as
they occurred, and modified by the Representatives’ policy decisions
in the Council. The Secretariat will be responsible for tracking the
simulation and keeping it as realistic as possible. In maintaining realism, Representatives must remember that they are roleplaying the individual assigned as their nation’s Representative to the UN. They may
have access to the up-to-the-minute policy decisions of their countries,
or they may be relatively in the dark on their countries’ moment-tomoment actions in the world.
In this area, the AMUN Simulation Staff will frequently consult with
HSC members. Representatives are welcome and encouraged, as their
nation’s spokesperson, to make whatever declarative statements they
like. Declarative statements would include any comments or actions
(including real or implied threats or deals) that an individual at the
UN could normally make. Representatives must, however, always
consult with the Simulation Staff before making ANY operational
statements. Operational statements would include announcements
of the movements or actions of military forces, as well as any other
actions which would have an effect outside of the UN. In these cases,
the Simulation Staff would be equated with the home office of the
involved nation(s).

Open Issues
A unique feature of the Security Councils in simulations at AMUN is
the ability to set its own agenda. This allows that, in addition to the
situations outlined in the council specific topic guides on the following pages, the Security Councils can discuss any topic that the body
wishes. For the contemporary Security Council this includes any
real-world event up until the day the simulation convenes. For the
Historical Security Councils, representatives should have a working
knowledge of the events prior to and including the start date for their
respective simulation. For the Historical Security Council of 1956,
the start date is 18 June 1956. For the Historical Security Council of
1994, the start date is 07 January 1994.
For the time periods in question open issues could include any active
UN peacekeeping operations, the work of any UN body active at the
time, and any social or economic issue of the day. It is strongly recommended that all Representatives be well versed on current and historical
global events relevant to their simulation.

The Security Councils

Background Research
The following are brief synopses of the main international situations facing the Security Councils. For the contemporary Security
Council these briefs are current as of spring 2013. Information for the
Historical Security Councils covers information available up until the
respective start dates of each simulation (HSC-1956 - 18 June 1956;
HSC-1994 - 07 January 1994). It is recommended that representatives have a solid foundational knowledge of the background of major
international issues. The topics laid out in this handbook are provided
as a starting point for further research.

